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1. Introduction
Knowing the properties of hadrons in a hadronic environment is presently one of the
challenging problems in heavy ion physics. Experimentally, the rst results have been
published with clear evidence that the properties of mesons change considerable when
they are placed into a hadronic medium [1]. Theoretically, most of the eorts are
concentrated around the mesons, where a substantial change of their rest mass is
predicted. Baryons have attracted less attention. However, the knowledge of their
properties at nite density and temperature is a prerequisite for interpreting the
experimental results of heavy ion collisions at ultra-relativistic energies. There, it
is assumed that a plasma of quarks and gluons is formed during the reaction. This
plasma then expands and cools. When it passes the critical temperature for the chiral
and deconned phase transitions, it hadronizes into a colorless gas of hadrons. Since
baryon masses change much more as a function of the density as compared to meson
masses, the thermodynamic properties of the hadron gas and especially the particle
abundances at this transition will be strongly inuenced by the baryon properties in
a medium. The Nambu-Jona-Lasinio(NJL) model oers the possibility to determine
the properties of the baryons at nite temperature and density. In this model the
baryons are described as diquark-quark bound states.
2. The NJL model
The NJL model provides a simple implementation of dynamically broken chiral
symmetry. It has been successfully used for the description of mesonic states at low-
energy [2] and some work has been done for baryons at zero temperature and density
[3, 4, 5]. We use an SU(3) version of the NJL Lagrangian adding some extra terms



























































































is in principle xed by the Fierz transformation, but we
choose to leave it as a free parameter. The model needs to be regularized with a
3-momentum cut-o . The parameters are xed in order to give correct value for the
pion decay constant, quark condensate, mesons masses. In this work we have used the
follow ing parameters: m
0;q
= 3:95 MeV, m
0;s

























Before describing the baryonic states, we must study the behavior of diquarks. They
are (q-q) bound states, and therefore not observable in nature do their lack of color
neutrality. First, we determine their mass in a hot and dense medium using the same
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Figure 1. Simple picture of the representation of baryons in our NJL model.
Double lines are diquarks where as simple lines are quarks



























). The axial contribution to the baryon,
which is not negligible as already shown in [4], will be treated later.
In the NJL model RPA and Bethe-Salpeter equation are identical and can be
rewritten as a geometric series. Therefore one nally gets a simple form for the T-
matrix, where the singularities determine the bound states. In order to determine
their mass one need to solve the gap equation: det(1 + (q
2







is the diquark mass. We have introduced here the polarization function











































Previous calculations have been done in [3] for T = 0 and  = 0.
To extend this equation to nite temperature and density, we used the imaginary
time formalism as described in [7]. In order to build baryon states we need the














4. Baryons as diquarks-quarks bound state
The basic idea is to build baryons in the same way as mesons or diquarks, using the
Bethe-Salpeter equation. To do this we need to know the diquark-quark interaction
vertex which is not given in the Lagrangian. Therefore we have to add it in an
empirical way. We start from the basic picture of a baryon (3 quarks interacting
through gluon exchange) and apply it to the NJL model. Each interaction is point-
like, and two interacting quarks form a bound state (Fig. 1). The result is that quarks
and diquarks interact by exchanging quarks. Following ref. [4] we assume that the
mass of the exchanged quark is innite (\static approximation"). and therefore the


















































where we have omitted the sum over the exchanged quarks, which is present if we
study (uds). Instead of a quark and an anti-quark propagator we have now the
product of dierent propagators: one for a quark and one for a diquark. Following
the usual approach to get the gap equation for baryons







































are the isospin projections on the baryonic state. The nite
temperature and density are taken into account using the imaginary time formalism.
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Temperature (MeV)




























Figure 2. Temperaturedependenceof the baryonmasses (solid line). The dashed
line represents the sum of the two baryon's constituent masses(diquark + quark).
5. Results
The parameters of Lagrangian (1) lead to a cross-over phase transition in the whole









( = 0) = 1=2 for =
0
= 2:5 and T
c
= 220 MeV.







= 557 MeV, m
qs
= 760 MeV, m
nucleon





= 1181 MeV and m

= 1278 MeV.
In Fig. 2, we display the mass of baryons as a function of the temperature.





go to their bare masses). In contradiction to models
which have baryons or mesons as degrees of freedom, the instability of baryons with
respect to diquark-quark system (dashed line in Fig. 2) can be calculated. Nucleons
and  get unstable already at T  220 MeV, where as the  is stable longer due to
its large strangeness content(s quark masses do not change too much with T).  is a
special case due to its weak binding energy, when the quark mass changes  becomes
unstable.
In Fig. 3 we plot the masses of baryons as function of the density for T=0. As we
observed in g 2, all masses decrease and baryons become unstable for a given density
( =
0
 2:6 for the nucleon (M
p;n
 425 MeV) and  (M






 950 MeV). The value of the nucleon mass at =
0
= 1 is about 700MeV .
This is in agreement with the results of Walecka or HQT models [8] and also follow
the results obtained in the other approaches [9, 10] with the exception that in the NJL
approaches we can also predict when baryons become unstable against description into
a q - (qq) state.
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Figure 3. Density dependence of the nucleon, ;; masses are shown(solid
lines) and upper limit for the baryon masses(dashed lines): the sum of the quark
and diquark masses for each particle.
6. Conclusion
Employing the Nambu-Jona-Lasinio model we have constructed a simple formalism
to described baryons as diquark-quark bound state. Extending the gap equation to
nite temperature and density, we show that baryon masses decrease by almost 30%
close the chiral phase transition as compared to the vacuum values. This mass change
may aect baryon multiplicity when a plasma hadronises into a hadron gas. It can
also modify the thermal freeze-out point as already shown in [11]. The next challenge
is to describe the phase transition from a quark, diquark plasma into a hadron gas.
A rst step in this direction has been done for the mesons [12], but not yet for the
baryons. Our simple model can easily be employed to study the phase transition at
nite baryon density.
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